
“I am very pleased with ebimage’s products and 
customer service. They always deliver on-time and 
offer many different solutions. If we need to make 
adjustments to the original concept, they always 
have a vision” says Dawn Price, Graphic Designer/ 
Marketing Coordinator at the StonCor Group. 

 

PROJECT OVERVIEW
StonCor Group reached out to a number of 
companies for quotes to produce their annual 
calendars, binders and index tabs but were told by 
other companies that the printing of the calendars 
would be too costly. For ebimage, it wasn’t an 
issue. ebimage took care of all StonCor’s printing 
materials by providing a full turnkey solution.

PROJECT SOLUTION
ebimage delivered the materials on-time and 
ensured StonCor’s branding was consistent 
throughout. The client received prototypes and 
production samples throughout the project so they 
could see what materials would be used. It not 
only helped the client visualize the job but allowed 
them to make decisions on what they wanted.
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The StonCor Group combines the resources of four leading corrosion control companies in the construction 
industry. Ninety years of field experience has solidified StonCor’s commitment to cutting-edge technology and 
uncompromising quality. With over 250 employees across Canada and a strong industry reputation, StonCor 
needed a professional company that could produce their presentation materials and uphold their brand image. 
ebimage was the right company for the job.

“StonCor required innovation and ebimage provided it” says Larry Eisen, President of ebimage. “We are 
always pushing the envelope, trying new things and collaborating with our clients to provide one of a kind 
presentation materials that are valued, creative and memorable.”

PROJECT RESULTS
StonCor has received very positive feedback from 
internal staff and their customers. They can be proud 
of the products they provide to their customers 
because the calendars and binders are professional, 
durable and remain consistent with StonCor’s 
branding. “I choose ebimage each time because they 
are reliable, pay close attention to detail and provide 
us with quality work” says Dawn Price.
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